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Ill this 'target' an annular zone by its area represents tlie relative number of

members of families of one, two, three, &c., individuals marked by the roman figures

I, II, III, &c. The sections of each annular zone give the relative number of 1st,

2nd, 3rd, &c., born members in each family, marked by the Arabic figures, 1, 2, 3, cfec.

Tlie dark border is the total frequency of families of thirteen and upwards. The
whole is hased on the returns for Scottish wives over forty-five yeai-s of age, If/.i/. n

represents the annular sector of nth borns in families of Jf (n = < M), and P the whole
population ; then, supposing Death to shoot at random at this target, the chance of his

hitting an ?(th born of a family of 71/=/,, „/P, and the chance of his hitting a »th born
at all

:

il = v

= S {f.v.„/P) = /,,/P, -P„say,

where 1) is the maximum size of family occurring. And the chance that he will not hit

an nth born = 1 — ^„ = 5f„. The distribution of nth borns in samples of Q deaths will not,

however, follow the binomial (7^„ + 3„)'-', unless (1) the death-rate be very small as

compared to the population at risk, or (2) we suppose each death to be replaced in some
way by a birth. The result otherwise is the liypergeometrical series. But if Death
shoots more arrows into an /„ area than elsewhere, that is more among the nth born than

any other birth order, it does not follow that all the arrows will be equally distril>uti-d

over this area. If he aimed with bias to the bull's-eye, he would be certain to hit more
first-borns than if he aimed at the target without bias. Thus anything which prejudices

a small family prejudices first-borns. Or, Death may have fits of good and bad maiksman-
ship, aiming at the small families and the large families, i.e. the moderate sized families

may he least susceptil.ile to certain diseases. In such a case there may lie a redundancy
of small families without appreciable loss of average size of family.

Froniispiere
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ON THE HANDICAPPING OF THE
FIRST-BORN

(i) Some years ago, in considering Dr. Rivers's data from the

Crossle}' Sanatorium, and following up a suggestion given by him,

I considered the incidence of tuberculosis in the family in regard to

order of birth. The point is a very important one, because, if the

earlier-born members of a family are to any extent inferior ph3-sically

or mentally, the limitation in the size of families which is spreading

throughout the civilized world must in itself tend to increase general

degeneracy, for we preserve only the earlier-born members of the

community. Since the publication of my First Study of the Statistics

ofPiiUnonary Tuberculosis, the collection of material bearing on this

^problem has gone on continuously in the Galton Laboratory, and we
have now much unpublished data touching the same problem in cases

of albinism, mental defect, idiocy, insanity, and other pathological or

diseased states. The view originally put forth on this point has been

supported by confirmatory material of Dr. Rivers himself, of Dr.

Hunter, and others, but has been challenged by a variety of medical

authorities. Dr. Weinberg in Germany, Dr. Saleeby and Mr. M.

Greenwood in this country, and by not a few statisticians, including

Mr. G. U. Yule and Mr. MacaulaJ^ Actuary to the Sun Life Office

of Canada. As is customary with any fairly novel doctrine pro-

pounded by the Galton Laboratory, we hear a good deal in the

writings of these various authorities about fallacious theories, incre-

dible blunders, and such-like. That the problem is by no means

a simple one was obvious ab initio, but it appears to me that several

of our critics have themselves disregarded the fundamental principles

which must rule any inquiry into the matter.

The problem is further closely associated with the distribution of

sizes of family in the different classes of the community and the

method by which a census can be taken of such families.

Now when I asserted that the elder-born were more liable to be

handicapped by tuberculosis, by insanity, or criminality, I was
particularly careful not to give any basis for drawing conclusions

beyond the exact wording of my statement. This may be summed up

thus : Ifwe consider existing individuals to be classed as first, second,

A 2



4 ON THE HANDICAPPING OF THE FIRST-BORN

third, &c. born, then the percentage of first-born would be greater in

the diseased than in the general population. I was peculiarly cautious

not to assert that mj' diseased population was drawn equally from all

first-borns, a principle which some of our critics have assumed
;

I merety asserted that more arrows would fall into the darkest part of

the target in the frontispiece, but I by no means thought that they

would fall of necessity equally into all parts of this darkest area.

I illustrate this on the target in the frontispiece and will ask the

reader at this stage to study the letterpress that accompanies it.

I wrote five years ago as follows :

' I have simply stated the statistical result, it does not affect my
conclusion to be told that it is because the earlier children are born

from too young parents ; it may be so, or it may not. There is

a counter-balancing evil arising from being born of too old parents.

Further, the primiparous woman may experience greater stress from
the physical changes which precede childbirth—and these may react

on the unborn child—than occurs at a second or later birth. And
while this stress ma}^ diminish with some increase of age, it probably
increases rapidl}^ again after the prime of life. At present my point

is the statistical fact, we shall learn in good time its cause.' ^

To explain my point I would now definitely suggest that the growth

of the first child is hampered by conditions which exist to a far less

extent for the following births ; but these conditions will be much
harder for the first-born child when its mother is 40 than when she

is 25. But the resulting famil}' in the former case is likely to be far

smaller than in the latter case. In other words the handicapping of

the first-born in small families maj- be increased b}- the addition

of many small families in which the first-born is also late-born.

There is further another factor weighting small families, namely,

they represent very frequently an exhausted virility in the parents.

Certain types of parental degeneracy seem incapable of producing

more than one or two children at most, and the children of such

parents are themselves feeble. But, if any small families are thus

selected, we shall increase the number of early-borns in the diseased

population, for such small famihes have no late-borns. I am thus b}-

no means prepared to accept the view that it is sufficient to consider

each size of family independently, and consider whether the incidence

is the same or unlike for each member. We are dealing with the rela-

tive proportions of first- and other-borns in the general and diseased

1 The Pivblcui of Practical Eugenics, p. i8, foot-note.
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populations, and a part of this may be due to the greater prevalence

of families of one and two among the diseased. We are shooting, so

to speak, at the entire population of first-borns, and a bias with regard

to selection of weaker families may come in, in much the same way as

families up to six or seven may be the sign of healthy parents, and so

the offspring will be less liable to disease. This idea cannot be

excluded.^ But in itself it indicates how inadequate is the proposal

to treat the problem only within families of constant size.

It is often suggested that asking a series of individuals collected in

a lecture hall, a college, an asylum,_or a hospital must give a result

for size offamilies wholly different from what we should obtain by

taking the size of families from the census of the whole population.

But a census of the whole population by no means leads to a correct

appreciation of the unselected distribution of the size of families.

Suppose we take our census by asking the number of brothers and

sisters of all individuals, then small families are more likely to have

died out than large families, and our record will show a defect of

small families. Suppose we ask parents the size of their families,

then, if we fix no period for the existence of the marriage, clearly

young parents with small families are more likely to be alive than

old parents with large families, and the latter will be insufficiently

recorded ; and again, parents who die early and so miss the census

are more likely to have small families.- Census returns are not

necessarily therefore a safe measure of the existing sizes of families.

Limited by a period for the existence of the marriage, they may give

us valuable relative results for different classes, but hardly absolute

distributions. Again, if we take a special class—say, the occupants of

an as3'lum at a given time, or the students of a college—we are told

that we shall weight the large families, for such families being more

numerous are more likely to have members in asylum or college

than a small family. This is the basis ofthe attack of Yule, Weinberg,

and Greenwood, on the principle that the first-born is handicapped.

Dealing many years ago with the heredity of fertility or size of family,

I took data from family records, where the mother and daughter had

been married fifteen years, and correlated the size of their families.

But in such a case as this, every daughter in the family—if we work

' It does not of necessity contradict the principle that degenerate stocks are as a rule very

fertile ; see frontispiece.

^ A better plan is to record size of family of each individual of one se.x at the death

registration.
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from the older records—is given the chance of marrying, and apart

from small families producing heiresses, or endowed brides with

a higher chance of marriage, we may roughly suppose marriage

proportional to the number marriageable, and the larger famihes

accordingly to be weighted. Messrs. Yule and Greenwood ask ^

why I ' overlooked ' my own principle of the weighting of large

families, when I came to the problem of the tuberculous. The
answer is that, applied to that case, it led to what I considered absurd

results, and that caused me to believe that the method suggested by

Weinberg, Yule, and Greenwood to replace our 'fallacious' theories

—namely my own theory of deahng with cornpldcd family records-

did not appl}' to such cases as those of the insane or tuberculous in

asylums or sanatoria. The method proposed by these authors is, in

its simplest form, very obvious. They say that a family of /> offspring

is p times as likely to be recorded as a family of one offspring ; there-

fore if in our recorded population we find

1\ families of i child,

7/2 ,1 I, 2 children,

7^3 ,, „ 3 children, &c.,

we ought to suppose in the population from which they are drawn :

q X n^ families of i child,

(7 X I «2 n " 2 children,

9 X I «3 » .. 3 children,

g X i th II II 4 children,

and so on, where y is a constant.

(2) Now let us test this theory in a special case to which it is really

applicable, before considering its difficulties in the practical cases to

which it has to be applied. From the Backhouse and Whitney
Quaker records 1,366 families were taken out completed at the time

of issue of the record. Our mark was the occurrence of the initial

letter H in the first Christian name. The names occurring in the

Backhouse family were Hannah, Harold, Harriet, Harry, Harvey,

Henrietta, Henry, Helen, Herbert, Hodgson, Horace, Horatio, and

Hugh. So that the selection of a name like Henry left a considerable

further field of choice. When a family was ' marked ' several times

over, however, this family, as in our tuberculosis or insanity material,

was only included once.

Table I gives the results. Column I gives the actual distribu-

tion for the total material of first- to 7/*''-born reduced to permilles.

' Jotiriinl of the Royal Statistical Society, vol. Ix.xvii, p. 182.
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Column II gives the actual distribution of the marked individuals.

It agrees fairly closely with the original population. Column III

gives the distribution of first- to «"'-borns in the sibships of

the marked members. It would clearly be a failure, if used to

reconstruct the population of Column I. Column V gives the original

reconstruction of Pearson, which we shall term the Yule-Greenwood

TABLE I. NUMBER OF EACH ORDER OF BIRTH IN 1,366 COMPLETED
QUAKER FAMILIES.

Marked Members : those with initial letter H to their first Christian name. Numbers
reduced to permilles.

Order of Birth.
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ON THE HANDICAPPING OF THE FIRST-BORN 9

and Greenwood to test what changes were made in V, supposing the

marking was not really at random, and that I and II differed sub-

stantiall}^ Would V be any criterion in such a case or lead positively

to misinterpretation ?

Now, personally, I should never have supposed III to represent I

in this illustration. It is not only that when selection is made at

random, I know my original method, i.e. that of V, to be approxi-

mately correct, but I know that 140 permille of first-borns in completed

families corresponds to the class of General Labourers and Hawkers

or to Agricultural Labourers, and not to the Professional Classes

from which my data are drawn. And here I venture to remark that

ni}' critics appear to have overlooked the essence of the method

adopted by me. V was discarded because, as we shall see, it leads

to grossly exaggerated percentages of early-born when there is any

selective action. The method, then, was to compare II with general

data for a like class of the community, and it was not till this was

found to correspond closely to III in the data under discus.sion, that

III was placed alongside II, and the comparative data for the like class.

My critics have dropped all reference to this fact. Ill and not V was

found to correspond to the comparative data, and the reasons for this

will appear shortly.

I term the above method, as shown in Table I, the ' Long Table

'

method of comparison. It allows for any weighting of elder-borns

whether directly or by selection of the small families. The original

data of Table I are given in Table II.

I will illustrate the process of finding column V, so that the reader

can follow the argument. I first reproduce the last row to two

decimals as (1^) below.

.«)
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This (b) gives the hypothetical number of famihes of the size recorded

in {a). Add up continuously^rom the bottoiu and we obtain the number
of children of each order of birth in (r). Multiply b}? 1-8652888—i.e.

1000/536-11—and we obtain [d) the number of children of each order

of birth permille, adjusted in our case to units. The reciprocal of 188,

the first entry in {d), multiplied by 1000, gives the average size of famil}'.

We are now prepared for the ' Short Table * method, which treats

each size of famity independently, and asks whether the marked
members are distributed equally throughout the family. It is con-

venient to put this in the following form

:

TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF H-MARKED MEMBERS IN FAMILIES
OF DIFFERENT SIZES.
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much more a matter of social class than of race, and that if we could

get reliable data of contemporaneous period collected in precisely the

same manner, we should find results for different countries singularly

alike. I illustrate this in Table IV. The Danish data are from Rubin

and Westergaard's well-known work,^ the New South Wales data

from Powys's paper in Biovietrika,- and the Scottish data from the

recently published census of Scotland for igii.

TABLE IV. FREQUENCY OF EACH BIRTH ORDER IN PERMILLES IN
DIFFERENT SOCIAL CLASSES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

Order of
Biiih.
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TABLE V. INDEX OF CLASS, FERTILITY, AND PERMILLES OF
FIRST-, SECOND-, AND THIRD-BORNS.
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These results illustrate how, for marriages having or approaching

completed fertility, the average size and the number of elder-borns are

essentially matters of social class. Race and locality are only of

secondary importance.

It will be seen that, by aid of Tables IV and V, we can reach a very

fair appreciation of what percentages of first-, second-, third-born, &c.

are to be expected in any given social class from which our diseased

population has been drawn ; we shall be able at least to convince

ourselves that the distributions provided by Greenwood and Yule
are in the bulk of cases wholly incapable of expressing the original

distribution. The permilles of first-borns are far in excess of any
observed normal population. Now how does this come about ? The
answer is this, that while the method gives the right result when
there is no bias against the elder-born, it exaggerates the percentage

of elder-born very markedly when there is bias. My critics have

used a criterion which could only work if there were no bias, and
which fails the moment there is bias! It was this resulting exag-

geration in the cases of bias which led me to discard my original

method in these cases, for it applies only to unbiased selection, and

adopt other methods for dealing with the problem of the elder-born.

(4) To illustrate the futility of the Weinberg-Greenwood-Yule

process as applied to the handicapping of the elder-born, I take the

following data

:

DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTH-ORDER FOR SCOTTISH WIVES OVER 45 YEARS.
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TABLE VII. EFFECT OF BIAS TOWARDS ELDER-BORN ON CRITERIA.

0>der of
Birih.
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This table leads us to the following ' Long Table '

:

TABLE IX. EFFECT OF BIAS TOWARDS EARLY-BORNS COMBINED WITH
BIAS TOWARDS SMALL FAMILIES.

Oilier of
Biiili.
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schedule. Clearlj^, the subject asked is a 'marked' individual, and with

the reasoning of our critics ought to come from a large family more

frequently than a small one. Now Table X gives the distributions

of first-, second-, third-born, &c., from my Family Schedules. The
' subject ' was always an adult, and the families are all completed.

TABLE X. PEARSON'S FAMILY RECORDS. 'MARKED SUBJECTS.'

Order of
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Bible has been consulted. Hence I should anticipate that the mother's

and father's sibships would show more early-born than the subject's

sibships, owing to a greater omission of infantile deaths. This is

precisely what we find, and it is by no means necessary to explain

the fall to 170 first-borns as due to selection of subjects from larger

families. No professional class even, not even incomplete marriages

of the whole population, run up to the Yule-Greenwood 236 per-

mille of first-borns

!

(6) Now the reader will ask : But surely it is correct to assert that

you are more likety to ask an individual from a large family ? I reply :

No, not at all. Let me illustrate my point.

Suppose we asked every freshman who came to college to fill in

a schedule, would there be any weighting at all of large families ?

Each member .of a large family is not equally likely to come to

college at the same time. They come, say, at 18, and if a family has

one representative of this age, it will rarely have a second. Indeed,

it is a relatively rare thing, as only those who have sought know, to

find two brothers in college together. The births of the members of

a large family possibly spread over fifteen to twenty years, and they

are not equally likely to become ' subjects ' at a given epoch, or

during a given short period of anj^ process of recording from college

or asylum or sanatorium. The assumption that all members of

a large family are equally likely to come into a record is a perfectly

arbitrary one, unless the record be based on a completed family

history. It is rather curious that our medical critics should have

overlooked this point. All members of a family which stretches

over 15 to 26 years of age-difference are not equally likely to develop

tuberculosis or even insanity. Both these troubles have a modal

age, and the chances of any individual rise and fall according to his

age. But even here there is danger of confusion ; the modal age and

the tapering off on either side of it hold for the population at large,

but in the case of the individualfamily there is an individual modal

age and a far more concentrated tapering away of the chances of

attack. There are families in which insanity comes on soon after

puberty, and others where it appears at change of life ; and similar

rules hold very largelj' for tuberculosis and diabetes. As a matter

of fact, this individualization of age of onset in the family needs

further study, but I append here the chances of any individual being

found at different ages in a sanatorium for the tuberculous, in an

asylum for imbeciles, in an as3'lum for the insane, or in a prison.
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TABLE XI. ,n) PROBABILITY AT DIFFERENT AGES OF A MAN BEING
ADMITTED TO A SANATORIUM FOR THE TUBERCULOUS.

Age .
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As I have indicated, the chance is far more stringently concentrated

in the case of a single family. But such results are well known to

the medical profession—^the concentration of especial liability to

attack from certain diseases round special ages,—and it is singular

that they should have been entirel}' overlooked when the hypothesis

was put forward in regard to data collected from the occupants for

a ver}' limited period of an institution, that all members of a large

family are equally likely to be put on the record. Such cases

approximate to, although of course they are not exactly the same

as, the case of students coming to the university at ver}? nearly

a standard age. And this indeed suggests the obvious way to deal

with the problem. We ought to consider separately the subjects

of each age, and thus avoid the least chance of weighting the larger

families. Unfortunate!}', until there is some really effective system

of pooling medical data, or of collecting medical statistics throughout

the country,—as might indeed be done under the Insurance Act

—the individual investigator cannot limit himself to subjects of

one age in such an inquiry'. On these two grounds, namelj' : (i) that

the existence of bias itself exaggerates the result deduced by the

Yule-Greenwood h^'pothesis, and (ii) that the fundamental assump-

tion of that hypothesis is only true when we follow the whole life-

history of each individual, since each individual at any given time is

not equally likely to be 'marked',— I cannot accept the suggestion

of Messrs. Yule and Greenwood that my hypothesis of 1898^ should

be applied beyond the limits to which I then legitimately applied it.

I neither propose now, nor did I in my early work propose, to use

witlwiit control the sibships of the marked or affected members, but

that method gives more and more a correct result, and the Yule-

Greenwood method more and more an incorrect one, as fewer and
fewer individuals in the family have equal chance of being affected.

Also, the errors in it tend to balance, when the bias against small

families as well as the direct bias against the elder-born in all families

are taken into account. In the present investigation I shall use

the ' Short Table ' method which brings out onl}' one aspect of the

question, and also the ' Long Table ' method, giving my h3'pothesis

of 1898 under the heading Yule-Greenwood reconstruction, the

sibships of the affected as Pearson's reconstruction, and justif3'ing

the use of the latter by comparative material from similar social classes.

(7) Before I proceed to the discussion of old and new material on

' ' Genetic (Reproduction) Selection '. PluL Trans., vol. 192. App. 257-67.
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these lines, I should like to bring further evidence of a different

kind to show that the elder-born come to life really handicapped.

I turn first to the dangers which meet the first-born even at birth.

Ansell has given us the still-births per i,ooo born alive, in order of

birth for 48,843 births.^ His results are reproduced in Table XII.

TABLE XII. STILL-BIRTHS, PROFESSIONAL AND UPPER CLASSES fANSELL^.

i

Onl.rof Birth.

First.

Still-births per i,ooo

born alive
40-0

Second. Tltird.

5-5

F0111II1 to Si.xth.

17-4

Seventli and over.

20-9

It will be seen that still-births for the first birth are double those of

later births. And this disadvantage follows the first-born into the

first 3'ear of life. Table XIII gives the infantile mortality of the

professional and upper classes for 48,843 births, due to Ansell.

TABLE XIII. INFANTILE MORTALITY, PROFESSIONAL AND UPPER
CLASSES (ANSELL).

Deaths in first year
per 1.000 born alive

First. Second.
\

Third.
\
Fourth to Sixth. Seventh and over.

82-2 69-0 78-3 97-4

Thus we see that not till the seventh child is the death-rate in the

first year of life so heavy for an}' successive child as for the

first-born.

I can confirm Ansell's results from our own data for several

English towns— for the artisan, not professional classes. Thus We
have for Bradford

:

TABLE XIV. INFANTILE DEATH-RATE AND DELICACY RATE, BRADFORD.

Order cf Birth
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The Bradford results are based on nearly 3,000 babies. The
lowering of the delicacy rate at the year in the case of the first-born

is a good illustration of the influence of Natural Selection. Where
the delicacy rate is taken atjirsf visit, as in Sheffield, the delicacy is

a maximum for first-born. My colleague, Miss Elderton, tells me
that the high death-rate for families of twelve and over largely dis-

appears if we exclude the mothers of bad habits, who preponderate

among the mothers of large families. Of course the material is sparse

for these large families.

Again, for Sheffield

:

TABLE XV. INFANTILE MORTALITY. LEGITIMATE BIRTHS. BOYS AND
GIRLS. DEATHS PER CENT. OF CHILDREN BORN.

Order of Birth
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TABLE XVII. WORCESTERSHIRE SCHOOL CHILDREN DIAGNOSED AS
DEFINITELY PATHOLOGICAL—TUBERCULOUS OR RHEUMATIC—BY
DR. M. H. WILLIAMS IN SCHOOL INSPECTION.

861 Boys and Girls, aged la and 13.

Order of Birth ....
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When deducing these results I was unaware that Mathews Duncan ^

had long previously indicated the like facts. He does not, it is true,

separate the sexes, but his results, with the exception of an anomalous

fall at the fourth birth, are very similar to mine.

TABLE XX. T. MATHEWS DUNCAN. WEIGHTS AND LENGTHS OF
NEWLY BORN BABIES. BOYS AND GIRLS TOGETHER.
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born children are thus possibly due in whole or part to the lesser

average age of the mother.^

We have, however, distinctlj^ guarded ourselves from any ex-

pression of the source of the inferiorit}' of the first-born till the data,

slowly accumulating, suffices to determine how much the first-born

pays for the juvenility and how much for the inexperience of its

parents.

It will be seen from the totality of the above results that physically,

in the early months of life, the first- or earlier-born babies are inferior

to any babies before at least the seventh or eighth. We have now to

ask whether this inferiority persists to later life, and whether it shows

itself also in congenital defects.

(8) Imbecility.

I take first imbecility. The data here were obtained by schedules

issued to the parents or relatives of all imbeciles for the time

being or recently in the Ro3'al Albert Asylum, and most courteously

sent to us by the medical officers. In this wa}' fairly complete

family histories were formed. In such material we might expect

some approach to the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis, but those authors

have, notwithstanding the highly exaggerated value obtained from it,

to admit that the first-born is weighted in the matter of imbecility."

They also draw attention to the weighting of the last-borns, as if it

were a novel point. Had they simply inquired where and when the

1 IVcigliis and Lengths as determinedfrom Age ofMother at Birth.
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material was originally dealt with, the}' would have learnt, not only

that this point had already been noted, but that it had been several

times referred to in the medical literature of the subject. As a matter

of fact, it is principally due to the presence of Mongolian idiots.

In Table XXII I give the experience for order of birth for

io8 Mongolians. They are drawn in part from Dr. D. W. Hunter's

data for the Royal Albert Asylum, and in part from data due to

Dr. J. C. Carson of the Syracuse State Institute. Both these

authors have already noted the weighting of the latest-born.^

TABLE XXII. WEIGHTING OF THE LAST-BORN IN MONGOLIAN IDIOCY.
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We conclude, therefore, that in MongoUan idioc}- there is a marked bias

against the latest-born. This maj- be due to exhaustion of fertilit}',

and correspond to the not uncommon dwarf egg last laid bj' a hen,

or, in whole or part, to an intentional termination of the famil}- after

the birth of a Mongolian. At present I should not lay stress on

the latter possibility, as bias of last-born has not yet been demonstrated

in the same marked manner in the case of other almost equally

repugnant congenital defects. I have excluded the Mongolian idiots

from the present investigation, as we have perfectly definite evidence

that such idiocy is a late-born defect.

Sir Arthur Mitchell was, I think, among the first to draw attention

to the bias of the elder-born in the case of idioc}'. But his data were

inadequate (85 idiots) and his methods of dealing with them hardly in

conformity with modern statistical requirements. He had started

with 663 idiots, but as 108 were found to be illegitimate children, the

material had to be discarded for the problem of bias against the

first-born. The following table gives what, I think, is reall}' useful

for our present purpose in his material :

^

TABLE XXIII. DISTRIBUTIOM OF IDIOT BIRTHS. SIR ARTHUR MITCHELL.

Order of Birth.
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born in the community, but gives no numbers. We have seen that

in Edinburgh and Glasgow it is given by Mitchell as 228, so that

there is not much margin, unless we suppose the idiots to belong to

completed families. Langdon Down writes :

' Curiousl}' enough, while 24 % of idiots generally are primiparae
[? offspring of primiparae], no less than 40 ; of resuscitated idiots

come under this categor}-. I have long held and taught that sus-
pension of animation must be regarded as one of the pre-efficients

of idiocy.'

Elsewhere he points out that the transit of the child is more likel}'

to be dela3^ed to a perilous extent by the smallness of the internal

passages and the rigidity of the perinaeum usually associated with

a primiparous birth.

We now turn to our own investigations and examine first the
' Long Table '. The average age of the idiots dealt with (Mongolians

excluded) is 15-96, 85% being at least 10 years of age. The famihes

therefore are in the main, but not entirely, completed. The class

consists of the small shopkeeper, clerk, artisan, right downwards.
Of such a population we might anticipate on completed families 160

to 170 permille of first-borns (see Table V), and if we allow for

certain of the families being incomplete, an average family of, say, 5-5,

or 180 to 185 permille of first-borns. I have tested the distribution

in the class from which these imbeciles are drawn by taking out the

sibships of the parents, and exhibit the whole in the following table :

TABLE XXIV. IMBECILES (WITHOUT MONGOLIANS) FROM THE ROYAL
ALBERT ASYLUM DATA. PERMILLES TO EACH ORDER OF BIRTH.

Onkr of Birth.
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Now it is quite certain that the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis here

grossly exaggerates the number of first-born, and that exaggeration

measures nothing but the exaggeration of the first-borns among the

affected. The reconstructed population deduced by this hypothesis

cannot be used as a criterion of whether there is or is not bias against

the first-born. Much more reasonable is the measure obtained from

the parental sibships, but we have to recognize that the offspring

sibships while in the bulk complete are not wholly so. It seems to

me that my use of the sibships of the imbeciles gives here the most

suitable comparative distribution, but we might run up to 190 perm.ille

of first-borns without affecting in the least the statement that idiocy

has a very marked bias against the elder-born, involving not only

the first- but the second-born.

I now proceed to the ' Short Table ', which, as we have seen,

neglects the weighting of small families :

TABLE XXV IMBECILES (WITHOUT MONGOLIANS) FROM THE
ROYAL ALBERT ASYLUM.
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The subject of imbecility has been also considered by Seren

Hansen.^ But his data are open to considerable doubt. No average

age is given, so that we do not know whether the family was
approximately complete. The material recorded is spread over

a score of years, so it is quite possible that the same family was
several times represented. No data are provided for forming a

' Short Table '.

TABLE XXVK IMBECILE PERMILLES. DANISH DATA. HANSEN.

Older of
Birth'.
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reproduces closel}' the distribution of order of birth in the class

from which the material is drawn, and that the Yule-Greenwood process

certainly does not.

(9) Epilepsy.

Closely allied to imbecility is epilepsy, and a table connecting-

size of family and order of birth of epileptic member was given by

Dr. D. F. Weeks in 1912,^ and is reproduced by Hansen {loc. cit.,

p. 120). I will look first at this from the ' Short Table ' standpoint.

TABLE XXVI. EPILEPTIC DATA. DISTRIBUTION IN FAIVIILIES OF EACH
SIZE. 391 CASES ; DUE TO WEEKS.
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TABLE XXVI' EPILEPTICS, PERMILLES. AMERICAN DATA. WEEKS.

Order of
Birth.
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I
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the mothers" sibships is remarkable ; it agrees completely with the

data for the sibships of the epileptic themselves. The fathers' give

nearly a child less, but I have no hesitation in describing it as far

less reliable. Both show the Yule-Greenwood reconstruction as

hopelessly exaggerating the number of first-born. We must, I think,

conclude by recognizing that, while there is a weighting of the elder-

born even in epilepsy, this is due to a selection of families rather

than to a selection of the elder-born in each individual family.

(10) Insanity.

Here unfortunately we have not the original data any longer

accessible to form a correlation table between size of family and

order of birth. We are thus compelled to deal with the matter from

the ' Long Table ' standpoint. But what shall we put against the dis-

tribution of first-, second-, . . . «"'-born among the insane ? Clearly the

families are all completed. As material coming from the same popula-

tion, we have the offspring of the insane themselves. But their

families are in many cases incomplete. Hence in this case 193

permille of first-borns must be considerably in excess of the required

number. The modal age of the insane at onset is 36 years ; many
are of course younger, and it is well known that those who recover

only too frequently return to increase their famihes. The point also

is not whether as insane they can or will increase their families, but

whether normal members of the same class and same age would do

so ; for we are endeavouring to measure the fertility of the population

from which our insane material is drawn. According to the Reports

of Murray's Royal Asylum, Perth, 20-9% of the inmates are of the

professional classes, 12% are of independent means, 27-1% are com-

mercial, that is of the shopkeeping class, 26-1 % of the industrial or

artisan class, and 13-9 % of the agricultural class. The difficulty is to

know what to do with the 12% of 'independent means', who may be-

long as well to the shopkeeping as the professional classes. Further,

the professional classes appear to include clerks. I have accordingly

given this group, which is 32-9% of the whole, 209 permille of first-

borns ; the commercial group has 190, the industrial 165, and the

agricultural 151. We find as a result of the combination, that the

Scottish population in question would have 184 permille of first-

borns. I expect—to judge by the offspring of the insane—that this

is an exaggeration, but we will let it stand, and will adopt the series

from Table X (p. 17 above) as fitting to describe it. We then find :
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TABLE XXVII. INSANITY. DR. URQUHART'S DATA FROM MURRAY'S ROYAL
ASYLUM, PERTH, REDUCED BY DR. HERON. PERMILLES OF EACH
BIRTH ORDER.

Older of
Birth.
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by the choice of a 'subject', who filled in the schedule ; such subject

was, as a rule, by the nature of the case, a normal adult. Among the

families thus recorded occur 281 cases of neuropathic sibships, i.e.

sibships in which at least one person was neuropathic. These, of

course, were reached independently of the neuropathic individual.

They belong to the middle and professional classes, and probably on

the average to a higher social class than the inmates of Murray's Royal

Asylum, Perth. Of the neuropathic sibships, 8g have insane members,

5 feeble-minded members, 35 have nervous defect, i has a member
with the drug habit, 96 have members with chronic alcoholism, 28 with

epilepsy, and 27 with hj-steria. The following table is based on this

data. I have added to the neuropathic distributions the sibships of

the Record subject, i.e. the 'selected' individual, and those of his

parents, and the result of the Yule-Greenwood reconstruction from

the neuropathic sibships. See Table XXVI I'"*.

TABLE XXVII ««. PERMILLE DISTRIBUTION OF ORDER OF BIRTH IN
NEUROPATHIC STOCKS.

Order of
Birth.
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that is emphasized by Table XXVI I'"'" is again the exaggeration of

first-borns in the population reconstructed by the Yule-Greenwood

h3-pothesis from the neuropathic sibships alone (the reader must bear

in mind that these give the order of birth of siblings of the neuro-

pathic and not of the neuropathic population only, which unfortunately

was not recorded). This hj'pothesis gives 194 permille of first-borns,

whereas the general population from which the neuropathies are

drawn has probably about 180.

I think we must support Dr. Heron in his view that there is

weighting of the elder-born in the case of insanity, and that Messrs.

Yule and Greenwood have simply weakened the contrast between

the distribution of the insane and the distribution of the population

from which they are drawn by the use of a fallacious method.

Here seems also a fitting point to refer to another matter: It

when there is bias towards the firstborn, if when all members of

a family are not equally likely to be affected, the Yule-Greenwood

hypothesis markedly exaggerates the number of earlier-borns, it is

clear that it can likewise give no safe measure of the fertility of

the population from which the affected members are drawn. The
exaggeration produced by the method used by Yule and Greenwood
for the permille of first-borns shows itself again in the depreciated

fertility these authors deduce for insane and tuberculous stocks.

Here again there are new difficulties which they appear to have

entirely overlooked. They state that if the marking were at random,

and every individual had an equal chance of being marked, then their

hjpothesis would reproduce the sizes of family of the original popu-

lation. But this is not what we want ; we desire to know whether

the section of the original population affected with the deformity or

disease is more or less fertile than the original population at large.

Albinism, insanity, and imbecility are not in our opinion distributed

at random ; they are confined to certain stocks which may be repre-

sented by large or by small families in any generation, and when we
take a census of insanity for a given district, as we practically do by

examining the records of Murray's Royal Asylum, Perth, we are

deducing something approximating to the real fertility of the insane

stocks, and not to the exaggerated fertility of random marking. The
chance of a given individual being an imbecile is very small, but this

smallness arises from the chance of his belonging to an imbecile stock

being very small ; if he does belong to such a stock, then his chance
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of being an imbecile is considerable ; it is still greater, if we consider

his chance of being insane, if he comes of the relatively few insane

stocks.^ Finally, if we are to reduce the observed fertility in one case,

we must do it in all, and we cannot reduce the insane and omit to do

this with the normal material which has been in many cases

collected in precisely the same manner, i. e. by asking an individual

the size of his stock.^ Instead of venturing, however, into an}^ such

field of endless hypothesis, it appears to us far more reasonable to

compare the distribution of first-, second-, ... ^'''-borns who are affected,

with the nearest distribution of a corresponding social character to

that of the population from which the affected are drawn. This is un-

doubtedly the 'Distributionfrom Inmate Occupations' of Table XXVII
(Column IV) in the case of the insane. And this is sufficient to argue

upon in demonstrating the bias of the first-born. But even here

I must confess to prejudice in favour of the ' Sibs/iips of the Insane'

(Column III), for the simple reason that I do not believe 0-2 children

to represent all that the insane with a modal age of 36 would require

to 'complete' their families. I should hold o-8 to i-o children a far

more reasonable addition. Of course this is on the assumption that

children of the insane are representative of the fertility of the stocks

from which the insane are themselves drawn. If this be denied, then

it has at least to be admitted that the fertilit}^ of the insane is in

excess of that of the population from which they are themselves

drawn, the point which our critics set out to disprove.

(11) Albinism.

I now pass to the subject of Albinism, and shall consider only

albinos of European race. I have omitted all cases of defective

pedigrees, and deal finally with a population of 952 albinos, of whom
something like 90% are due to England, Scotland, and Norway.
The great majority of these albinos belong in the first place to the

agricultural, and in the second place to the artisan classes.

1 With Mendelian values we should expect loo %, 50 %, or 25 % of the members of a tainted

sibship to be affected. Taking 50 % and supposing such random marking, the distribution for

tuberculous stocks would not reduce, as Messrs. Greenwood and Yule suggest, from 5.68 to

4.06, but only to 5'36.

- Even the data from the Peerage must be ' corrected '. For take the case of a peer with
a family of one or two : if these die, the peerage may come to an end and will disappear from
the record, and thus chance of non-disappearance will be proportional to the size of family.

In the same way with the census returns. Parents who die early leave few children, and
thus small families will be omitted more frequently than large ones by deaths of parents.
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Table XXVIII is the usual form of 'Long Table'. In the first

column we have the observed albinos arranged for each order of

birth in permilles. In the second column I give the sibships of the

parents of the albinos arranged in order of birth. This is a fair

sample of what the population from which the albinos are drawn has

for its unselected fertility. In the third column I give the sibships

of the albinos themselves, and in the fourth and fifth the Scottish

agricultural and industrial populations. The sixth column gives the

result of appl3'ing the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis to the albino

sibships. We observe at once that it exaggerates wildly, and that

the sibships of the albinos themselves (Pearson) are closely in accord,

not only with the results to be anticipated in the agricultural and
artisan classes, but with the sibships of the albinos' parents.

TABLE XXVIII. PERMILLE DISTRIBUTION OF ORDER OF BIRTH IN

THE CASE OF ALBINISM.

Order of
Birth'.
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wegian peasantry from which so much of our material was
drawn.

Actuall}', in the districts of Scotland and Nonvay, chiefly dealt

with, we had rather a census than a sample of albinism. It might be

supposed that here, with a congenital defect, something like the

Yule-Greenwood assumptions would hold. They do not, because

(i) there is no pretence really of random marking ; all families are

not equally likely, and where the stock is albinotic, there albinism

will almost certainly appear; and (ii), because there is weighting of

the first-born, the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis exaggerates the re-

sulting early-borns.

I now turn to the ' Short Table ' method :

TABLE XXIX. ALBINOS. DISTRIBUTION IN FAMILIES OF EACH SIZE.
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In fact, until Messrs. Yule & Greenwood drew attention to the

matter, I had not noticed that his method diverged from that adopted

by myself, or I should have thrashed the point out with him. My
objections here are precisely those which occur in the case of

insanity : Every member of a large family is not equally likely at

any given time to be in a convict prison ; and, further, every family

of the class from which the bulk of convicts are drawn is by no

means equally likely to contribute to the convict population.

Further, Dr. Goring, in antedating Messrs. Yule and Greenwood
in the application of my method of i8g8 to the problem of the elder-

born, has also overlooked the fact that that method, if there be

bias towards the elder-born and bias towards small families, will

much exaggerate the percentage of elder-born sons. In the

case of criminals it gives 216 permille of eldest sons, which is

practically identical with that of the Scottish Professional Classes,

or, indeed, with the incomplete families of the whole of Scotland

!

Now about 71 % of criminals are drawn from the class of general

labourers, hawkers, and inferior artisans, and, since their parents'

families are practically complete,^ we should expect only 140 to 150

permille of eldest-born at a maximum. Yet Messrs. Yule and

Greenwood reach 216 permille, and find nothing remarkable about

it ! Even with such a number, the observed 269 permille of eldest-

born criminals has such excess over the h3'pothetical number, that

the only conclusion must be that ' the elder members of a family,

especially the first and second, are liable to become criminal at

a greater rate than are the 3'ounger brothers' (Goring, be. cit.,

p. 280).

Dr. Goring's suggestion (loc. cit., p. 280) that possibly the later-born

have greater infant mortality, and so do not survive in the same
numbers to become criminals, is not, I think, borne out by the statistics

ot infant mortality (see p. 21 above), except in the case of the extreme

members of very large families, who are too few in number to pro-

duce any such marked effect as that observed.

In order to show what really a permille of 216 eldest-born means,

I have taken 4,000 births of the poorest Glasgow population, and

tabulated in the families which were thus all definitely incomplete the

number of first-, second-, ... ^"^-born. There results :

^ 90 % of the prison population are 20 years and over, and under -05 % are below 1 7 years

of age.
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TABLE XXX. PERMILLE OF FIRST-. SECOND-, -u'"' BORN OF THE
POORER CLASSES IN GLASGOW.

Order of
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Messrs. Greenwood and Yule give to the stocks from which

criminals are drawn a completed fertility comparable only with that

of the family-limiting Professional Class, and quite out of keeping

with those rougher types of the community which prison statistics

show are largety drawn upon for the criminal population ; labourers,

miners, and the lower types of artisan provide 71 % of this population.

The 'Short Table' for Criminals entirely confirms the result from

the ' Long Table '

:

TABLE XXXII. CRIMINALS. DISTRIBUTION IN FAMILIES OF EACH SIZE.

EXPECTED AND OBSERVED.
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were admitted as young as 15. The families can therefore be looked

upon as practically completed. With what series shall we compare

them? This sanatorium draws on the lower middle and working

classes, chiefly skilled artisans. I have placed against the observed re-

sults, (i) the distribution for Skilled Artisans, (ii) that for all families in

Scotland for which the wife is over 45, (iii) a series, which I obtained

from the ages of the patients, by giving them a mother just 20 years

older than they were at time of onset ; this was done approximately,

only six age-groups for the tuberculous being used. The result

came surprisingly close to that for the sibships of the tuberculous

(Pearson). It will be seen that in this case the Yule-Greenwood

hypothesis attributes to the population from which the tuberculous

are drawn a fertility no greater than that of the incomplete Glasgow
families, and less than that of the Scottish Professional Classes.

The actuarial proposal to deal with the sibships of the first-born

affected comes oflF still worse than the Yule-Greenwood scheme.

Both these plans must fail, if there be real bias against the first-born.

My own reconstruction from the siblings of all the affected again

seems to give a result far more compatible with the actual population

than either the medical or actuarial reconstruction. It has not now,

any more than it had when I first used it, a theoretical justification
;

its value is based solely on what I showed in my first paper and

what I have repeatedly indicated here, namely, it agrees reasonably

closely with the distribution which we learn by experience to associate

with a given social type. One may feel absolutely confident that

160 to 180 permille of first-borns corresponds to the actuality in the

class from which this sanatorium draws, and equally confident that

220 to 240 eldest sons per 1,000 is impossible. Table XXXIII is

the ' Long Table ' corresponding to this case, and we see at once

that even if the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis were correct, there

would still be ample ground for the assertion that tuberculosis is

biased against the elder-born.

The reader is requested to examine carefully this table. The
New South Wales data are what I originally selected for comparative

purposes, and to justify the use of the sibships of the phthisical.

They agree extraordinarily closely with the Scottish Skilled Artisans,

who are, of course, principally Lowland Scottish, and nearly allied

in race to the North Country English. The sibships of the affected

give almost identical results with the series of completed families

found by paying attention to the ages of the mothers of the patients.
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The whole of the first four comparative series are of a totally different

order to those provided by the Yule-Greenwood hypothesis or the

actuarial proposal to select the sibships of the first-born affected.

We see that these hypotheses give fertilities which are less than

that of the completed families of the Professional Classes, and less

than that of the incomplete families of the Glasgow Working Classes.

I think we ma}' safely conclude that these hypotheses cannot in any

TABLE XXXIII. PERMILLES FOR EACH ORDER OF BIRTH. CROSSLEY
SANATORIUM DATA AND COMPARATIVE AND HYPOTHETICAL SERIES.

Order of
Birth.
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The ' Short Table ' for this material is as follows

:

TABLE XXXIV. PHTHISICAL PATIENTS. DISTRIBUTION IN FAMILIES OF
EACH SIZE. EXPECTED AND OBSERVED.

Size of Fantdy.
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tuberculosis, but, on close inspection, I found it impossible to use his

material for present purposes. It has been much selected and is

divided into classes to illustrate certain ' principles ', and we cannot

be sure that his classes, if combined, would represent the general

population. Thus his first series contains loo cases which are

supposed to justify the conclusion that :
' It is probable that the last

TABLE XXXV. PERMILLES FOR EACH ORDER OF BIRTH. RIFFEL'S
DATA WITH COMPARATIVE AND HYPOTHETICAL SERIES.

Order of
Birth.
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TABLE XXXVI. DR. RIVERS'S TABLE BASED ON RIFFEL'S DATA FOR
THE RELATIVE DEATH-RATES OF EACH BIRTH ORDER.
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families as completed, and we ma}' use the data for the Industrial

Class of Copenhagen in Table IV. Hansen himself takes marriages

and suggests 171 permille of first-borns.

Table ', with the comparative and
of 25 3'ears' duration,

Table XXXVII is the

hypothetical data

:

Long

TABLE XXXVII. PERMILLES FOR EACH BIRTH ORDER.
TUBERCULOSIS DATA.

S0REN HANSEN'S

Order of
Birth.
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US that he took the material ' fra en forholdsvis kort Periode ','

which may possibly explain why he has been protected from

the multiplication error. We are able to put Hansen's material in

the 'Short Table' form, as in Table XXXVIII below.

TABLE XXXVIII. PHTHISICAL PATIENTS. DISTRIBUTION IN FAMILIES OF
EACH SIZE EXPECTED AND OBSERVED. DANISH DATA. HANSEN.
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TABLE XXXIX. PHTHISICAL DISTRIBUTION IN FAMILIES OF EACH SIZE.

DATA FROM BOSERUPSANATORIET. HANSEN.
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TABLE XL. PERMILLES OF EACH BIRTH ORDER. BOSERUPSANATORIET.
HAN,SEN.
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Let US suppose we are dealing- with a stable population, and that

per thousand wives still in their child-bearing ages in^, m.^, in., ... m^

are the numbers of children born in a given period in first-, second-,

third- ... 5"'-birth orders. These numbers can be easily ascertained

by asking the number of the pregnancy in the case of each recorded

birth during a given period of the class under consideration.^ Then
m-^, iti^, tn^, &c., must represent the relative total numbers of first-

born, second-born, third-born ... children in such a community if

there be no differential death-rate. They are the steady inflow of

offspring of each of these orders, and must represent, if the com-

munity be stable, the relative numbers existing of these orders.

Now, in this community certain of these offspring belong to families

which are completed, and certain to families which are still continuing

to grow. Here is where the difficulty arises; we do not select our

insane or tuberculous from the community at large, but as a rule

from the completed families, and therefore we cannot compare, except

as a limit, m-y, in„, ni^,, &c., with the observed numbers drawn from

completed families. Let ;/, , n^, lu, ... -n^ be the numbers of first-,

second-, third- ... fifth-born in 1,000 growing families; then clearly

71^ = m, + m,+^ + ;»,+. + ...

and is known from the m's>. Also it is obvious that n^ = i,oco. Let

^1} ^2) ^^s'l ••• '^/ be corresponding numbers for the completed

famihes. Now let il/j be the number of growing and M^ the number
of completed families ; then we have

1000 ' 1000 ' 1000 1000 1000 * ICOO

Accordmgly : n, = _^^^-^iooo - ^_n,.

Thus, if we can find the ratio MJM^, we shall be able to determine

the series «,'.

In the following table I give vi^ for Denmark, the resulting n^, v^

the value of the n^ series in permilles, and the resulting «/ reduced

1 If we take a long enough period to be uninfluenced by trade depressions, Sec, m^ will be

> m^, »«2 > His, ^nd s° on- Where a depression has caused few marriages in a year, there

ill., may be > h;, for that j'ear.
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as vj to permilles for M^/M.,=^ o-^, i-o, 1-3 and 1-4. These
correspond to ;i/ = 6-8o8o ;«^— 0-5 n^; ",/ = 9-0773 in^—u/, >ij =
10-4388 ;;/^.— 1-3 ;/, ; and ;// = 10-89275 ;;/, — 1-4 n^ respectively.

TABLE XLI. THEORETICAL DEDUCTION OF COMPLETED DANISH FAMILIES.
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the nature of the district, rural or urban, emigratorj^ or immigratory.

Thus we find :

MJM^
Liverpool City 2-40

Lanark (County) 2-22
London (County) 2-01

Renfrew
Bradford
Yorkshire, North Riding (with IVliddles-

brough)
Edinburgh (County)
Yorkshire, North Riding (without

Middlesbrough)

99

1-79

1-79

59

MJM^
Aberdeen 1-55
Forfar 1-54
Suffolk, East 1-38

Perth I 33
Westmoreland (County : 1-29

Yorkshire, North Riding, Rural
Districts 1.26

Inverness i-io

Ross and Cromarty -98

It will be seen that the values come approximately what one would
anticipate, but the whole matter requires and will receive much
further study than is possible in this lecture. But in many districts

the completed families go far lower than i8o permille of first-borns.

Thus from the record of the number of children of wives of the

poorer classes in Sheffield, 4,368 births, I deduce :
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I have lastl}' some data for the order of birth of the tuberculous

most kindl}' sent to me by Dr. Fanning, formerly of the Kelling

Sanatorium, Norwich. I am in some doubts whether the}' ought to

be used for the present purpose, because they were not directly

collected from inmates of the sanatorium, but by inquiries of patients,

who had left the sanatorium for some years before the inquiry was

made. Dr. Fanning had most kindly sent me the results of his annual

investigation into the history of his former tuberculous patients, and

he took the opportunity this year of asking some details as to size of

family, order of birth, and affected brothers and sisters. It will be

clear, as there is a heavy death-rate each year of the former sanatorium

patients, that if this death-rate be in any way differential, then the full

bias against the elder-born will not appear ; the elder-born may not

only be more liable to tuberculosis, but more liable, owing to general

delicacy, to have less power of resistance to the disease when acquired.

In this case many of the patients had left the sanatorium for a period

considerably longer than the average duration of life after onset of

the disease, and thus even a small differential death-rate would be

of significant influence. Unfortunately we have not particulars as to

the parental sibships, but we have a record of the occupations of the

patients. Of the women the bulk are domestic servants; there are

a few dressmakers, shop assistants, and shop clerks ; the remainder

are chiefly described as ' housewives ', but there are a very few

school teachers and factory hands. Of the men the majority are

artisans ; there are some farm workers, shop assistants, and clerks

;

there are street porters, tradesmen's messengers, and male domestic

servants ; the professional classes appear to be represented by one

clergyman and one medical student. The labour does not appear

to be of the highest skilled class, but such as we might expect to

find in a country town with no verj' important manufactures. I

should put the permille of first-borns for completed families at 165,

about that for the Scottish industrial classes, although it is conceivable

that many of these workers were born in the agricultural districts

with a possible permille of 150 first-borns in their sibships (see

Scottish data, p. it). The ' Long Table ' on p. 60 results.

It will be seen that while the ' Sibships of the Phthisical ' are

7 to 22 below probable comparative series, the ' Yule-Greenwood

Reconstruction ' gives values 30 to 45 above. But until we know
more of the birth-rate in the eastern counties of England with special

reference to the workers in Norwich, it is impossible to fix the real
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number of first-borns at either 165 or 150. It must also be borne in

mind that the differential death-rate, if it applied especially to the class

of family commented on in the last paragraph of p. 4, would not only

lower the permille of first-borns in column I, but column II might be

produced from column III (see Table VII) without the counter-

balancing influence of the bias towards smaller families (see Table IX),

which in this case would be excluded.

TABLE XLIII. PERMILLES OF EACH BIRTH ORDER IN THE CASE OF
THE TUBERCULOUS. KELLING SANATORIUM.i

1

Order of
Birth.
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Working with pedigrees we have in the majority of cases no record

of the ' subject ', and must thus include all affected members of

a sibship. This would clearly, however, weight the big families.

In order to avoid this, if a family, say of eight, had second-, fourth-,

and fifth-born members affected, I counted that family as providing

I of a second-born, | of a fourth-born, and | of a fifth-born member.

Thus the family was not more weighted than a family of three with

one member affected. In a pedigree which covers four or five

generations it is often impossible to say where the ' subject ',

' patient ', or first-observed member occurs. The historj- develops

TABLE XLIV. PERMILLES OF EACH BIRTH ORDER IN THE CASE OF
CONGENITAL CATARACT.

Order of
Birth.
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the actual number comes out somewhat greater than this. There is

a very close agreement between the sibships of the affected and of

then- parents. The Yule-Greenwood reconstruction is quite im-

possible, and this is what we should anticipate ; for, working with

long pedigrees, there is really no sensible selection of large families,

and further, congenital cataract is so markedly hereditary that the

whole hypothesis of random marking is really inapplicable. The data

appear to illustrate the principle that the less robust members of

a tainted stock—and such are the elder-born-^appear more likely

to be affected.

(15) Conclusions.

In the following table I give a resume of our chief results :

TABLE XLV. RESUME OF THE PERMILLES OF ORDER OF BIRTH AND
OF THE SIZE OF FAMILY, AS OBSERVED, AS FOUND BY SIBSHIPS
OF AFFECTED, AND BY THE YULE-GREENWOOD RECONSTRUCTION,
TOGETHER WITH THE MOST PROBABLE COMPARATIVE RESULTS.
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selected parents, and probabl}^ identical with the latter series, if we
could be equally certain of the completeness of the parental records.

Yule and Greenwood provide a hopelessly exaggerated result.

The reasons for the failure of the theory put forward by them lie

in the facts (a) that they have overlooked the principle that all families

are not equally liable to these markedly hereditary affections, and {b}

that in the same relatively short interval of time all members of even

the same family are not equall}' likely to be affected, or, if affected,

to appear in the same sanatorium or prison record.

The value I adopted for comparative purposes,—the Sibships of

the Affected—was only selected after soine consideration of the

problem, and by comparison of its results with those for material

for allied social classes. The Weinberg, Yule, and Greenwood
hypothesis—that of my original memoir on the heredity of fertilit}'

—

was known to lead to impossible results in the case of disease.'

Messrs. Yule and Greenwood's statement as to the fertilit}' of

abnormal stocks, that ' it seems to us clear that the size of family is

not, as has been stated, abnormally large ' {loc. cit., p. ig6), must also

fall to the ground if their permille of first-borns is obtained from an

erroneous hypothesis. The one varies inversely as the other, and
if the number of first-borns is markedly exaggerated, the size of

famih' will be markedly depreciated. We can illustrate this at once

by taking cases where we know the actual size of family in the

stocks from which the affected came. Thus we have

:

TABLE XLVI. SIZE OF FAMILY IN AFFECTED STOCKS.

Character.
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The criticism of Messrs. Yule and Greenwood on this point is also

invalid. Judged not by the sibships of the affected but by the non-

selected sibships of their parents, or by those of their children,

abnormal individuals do appear to come of very fertile stocks ; and,

as we have indicated before, if Messrs. Yule and Greenwood's values

were correct instead of incorrect, then, for comparative purposes, we
must reduce in the same way the values of the normal stocks with

which they were compared, and this would have more reason, for

they were obtained by a still more direct method of marking, in

which the heredity of the stock played no part.

It must, I hold, be concluded that the criticisms raised against the

handicapping of the first-born are not valid. The first-born is very

significantly handicapped, and this statistical result will coincide with

a good deal of personal and individual experience. The data collected

in this paper can and will be extended, but they are, I think, sufficient

to justify the general statement I have made,' that the small family

is detrimental to race progress. That is the reason why I have

approached this subject at all. After this lecture was delivered,

I was asked by an anxious mother :
' Why, even if the doctrine be

true, should it be published to the world, as it would only alarm and

so further injure a class of the community already asserted to be

handicapped?' My reply to that question is: 'Study in the first

place the incidence rates of these abnormalities we are discussing,

and you will see that it is only in mass-statistics that the handicapping

becomes sensible.' Further, I must add that in the science of

National Eugenics we have to consider what profits the nation at

large, and I feel strongly convinced that the present tendency

(exhibited so markedly in France), to make the first-born 50 % instead

of something less than 22% of the whole number of births, spells

degeneracy. The individual feelings of the first-born, even if the

handicapping were far more substantial than it is, cannot be con-

him that a paper on tlie subject had been long in hand and would be published. The present

lecture is not that paper, but it has been needful to issue a part of it in a popular form in order

to show that the charge of fallacious method ' can be met. It is needless to point out that

the discussion in my First .Study of Tuberculosis was ancillary to other matter. The paper

by Messrs. Yule and Greenwood does not seem actuated by desire to reach the truth on an

important problem, but it aims rather at making pettj- points, a process which was relatively

easy, as all this Laboratory had issued on the subject was contained in incidental references

in lectures or memoirs on quite different topics.

1 The Scope and Importance to the Stale of the Saencc of National Eiigemcs (DulauS: Co.),

P- 43-
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sidered to outweigh the national importance of the problem. If this

principle of the handicapping of the first-born be true, as I have little

doubt that it is—and if a similar principle holds for the last-born (to

a lesser degree it is true) for some conditions like Mongolian imbe-

cility—what must be the moral of the present lecture ? Surely that

the better born are the intermediates in families from 5 to 8, and that

when families are restricted to twos or threes, or extended to twelves

and thirteens, there may be a quite appreciable tendency to increase

the proportion of the less efficient in the community. I make no

pretence at present to associate inferiority at beginning or end with

too young parents or too old parents. I am only too aware that we
want much fuller data, so that we can correct for parental ages at

marriage, and for period after marriage of the birth of each child.

We want to studj' not only the order and number of children, but

the interval between their births.

The handicapping of the first-born is not, as some of my corre-

spondents have supposed, subversive of any faith in heredity. It

would not even be an argument against an hereditary- Upper Chamber,
except in as far as such a chamber is based on primogeniture.

Statistics of the failure of the eldest-born of peers and of the success

of their younger brothers might from this standpoint be of much
interest.' The real argument against an hereditary chamber is the

customary want of hereditary power in its members, i.e. the neglect

of the fact that a man has sixteen great-grandparents, and, possibly,

only one of them may be of distinction—the man who won the title.

As Galton wrote :
' An old peerage is a valueless title to natural

gifts, except so far as it may have been furbished up by a succession

of wise intermarriages. ... I cannot think of any claim to respect,

put forward in modern days, that is so entirely an imposture, as that

made by a peer on the ground of descent, who has neither been

nobly educated, nor has any eminent kinsman within three degrees.' -

The dearth of ability in the ' hereditar}- ' peers of the present day is

largely due to their neglecting marriage into able stocks, and in some

' I do not see any error in Gallon's method of approaching the problem \Hereditary Genius,

i86g, p. 87), beyond the paucity of his material. There are alv ays more eldest-born than

second-born and more second- than third-born, and hence, if the number of judges first-born

is significantly fewer than those second-born, it is evidence of the greater judicial power of

the later-born. I do not grasp Seren Hansen's somewhat contemptuous dismissal of Gallon's

method with a reference to the fairy tales of the younger sons who were the pioneers.

'' Hereditary Genius. i86g, p. 87.
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cases quite possibly to a succession of eldest-son inheritance,—an evil

which the whole community' may bring upon itself, if it selects its

surviving offspring in the same restricted manner. To criticize

primogeniture is not to discard heredity.
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